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BOOK ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Marvin C. Pad, Algorithm Design: A Recursion Transformation Framework 
(Wiley, New York, 1988) 490 pages 
Chapter 1: Introduction. Overall outline (Outline by chapters). Summary of notation. Chapter 2: 
Fundamentals. Defining the function that the algorithm evaluates (Composition lines-nonrecursive and 
recursive. Nested and nonnested lines). Recursive definition (Standard forms for nonnested recursive 
definitions). The function defined by a recursive definition and termination (Substitutional evaluation 
and termination. The substitutional domain of a recursive definition. Types of arguments of recursive 
definitions-information, control, and invariant. Dependence-graphical representation). Proof of 
termination (Examples of termination proofs. Uniqueness of terminating definition). Inductive proofs 
of properties of recursive definitions (Equivalence of recursive definitions). Some general equivalences 
of recursive definitions (Equivalence when w is associative and the function is to be computed for only 
its initial argument. Transformation when w is locally associative and/or the function is to be evaluated 
at all arguments. Transformation for case of no restriction on the w function). General procedures for 
evaluating recursive definitions (Substitutional evaluation (SE). Equation set evaluation (ESE)). Network 
interpretation of recursive definition evaluation (Basic network for nonnested definitions. Network for 
nonnested recursion with w dependent on the argument X. Folded networks for nonnested definitions). 
Networks for nested recursive definitions. Patterned folded networks and their implementation 
(Combinations example. Fibonacci example). Implementation of k-dimensional definitions by simu- 
lation of their folded networks (Reduction of R’s on the right side of the recursive line. The range of 
the FOR loops). Chapter 3: Design of Recursive Definitions. Recursive approach to building recursive 
definitions (Examples of the recursive approach). Iterative or growth approach to function definitions 
(Permutations. Graph coloring. Packing. Partitions). Nonassociative w functions and combined 
approaches (Nested recursive definitions-string matching example. Procedures, functions defining 
action sequences). Definitions of sets of vectors-backtracking (Backtrack set definitions. Back- 
tracking-recursive definition. Unordered backtrack set definitions. Formulating constraints in 
backtracking order). Strongly equivalent transformations: Argument structure changes which leave the 
definition unchanged. Update transformations: Finite differencing and argument structure changes 
which leave the definition unchanged and improve implementations (Update transformations-general. 
Examples of update functions-strength reduction, vector length. Examples of update functions-graph 
cycle detection. n-queen update for unordered backtrack selection definition). Efficiency improvement 
by fixing order. State sequence ++ change sequence transformation. The cardinaiity of a recursively 
defined set. Transformation of a number of definitions into one-jamming. Chapter 4: Implementation 
by Substitutional Evaluation-Space Efficiency: Implementations as Simulations of the 0- w-t 
Network. Basic breadth-first algorithms. Basic depth-first algorithms (Depth-first algorithms for uncon- 
strained w function. Algorithms using the uniform inverse). The uniform inverse-a key property for 
storage efficiency. Finding the uniform inverse, plugging in, optimizing (Finding the uniform inverse- 
binary n-tuple example. Finding the uniform inverse-unary nonnested definitions. Finding the uniform 
inverse-combination examples). Modifications to create a uniform inverse-the uniform inverse covers 
all the other depth-first algorithms (Modifications to create a uniform inverse-tower of Hanoi example. 
Modifications to create a uniform inverse-merge-sort example). Notes on the efficiency of implemen- 
tations of enumerations. Chapter 5: Implementation by Substitutional Evaluation-Time Efficiency. 
Pruning and comparability (Special properties of the w function. SE algorithms for comparability based 
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on equality. Expressing implementation refinements by nested recursion). Application of comparability 
to graph connectivity (Breadth-first algorithm for reachability. Uniform inverse algorithms for 
reachability). Comparability without equality in the reachability problem. Minimum-select monotonic 
functions (Branch and bound algorithm (B & B). Optimal search or best-first algorithm (B-F)). More 
complex examples of comparable argument structures-articulation (cut) points and depth-first graph 
search (Description of articulation points in terms of return vertices of trails. Comparability in the 
articulation point definition-back and tree edges. Nested definition for articulation points. Biconnected 
components-their enumeration using articulation points). Strongly connected components in a digraph 
(Development of strong component definition in terms of first representative. Comparability in strongly 
connected component definition. Improvement in the strongly connected component definition). Two- 
person zero-sum loopless games (Definition for the game analysis. Property allowing simplification of 
game definition-truncatability of nmin-alpha-beta property. Augmenting game analysis algorithm to 
incorporate speedups made possible by alpha-beta property. Evaluation of game whose only possible 
outcome is win or loss). Chapter 6: Implementation by Equation Set Evaluation. Transformations 
-SE ++ ESE style definitions (Reduction l-transforming a class of nonnested definitions. Examples 
of application of reduction 1. Reduction 2-transforming a class of unnested definitions with a push- 
down list as part of the argument. Examples of application of reduction 2. Reduction 3-transforming 
a class of nested definitions. Example of application of Theorem 6.1.3-recognition and parsing). 
Implementation of equation set evaluation approach (ESE)-general (Loop-breaking and Gaussian 
elimination. Elimination methods). Minimum-constant principle. “Linear” equations (Coherent linear 
equations). Arguments depending on the structure of the solution. Acyclic dependency graphs-general 
approaches (Form given by initial argument structure-topological-sort ordering, depth-first inverse. 
Acyclic dependency graphs-dynamic programming examples). Loop-breaking rules. Nonterminating 
recursive definitions and the minimum state solution. Interpretation of the minimum stable state of 
a network-basic definitions and properties; limits (Incremental changes in a network. Iterative 
algorithms-for definitions with a finite limit. A path interpretation of minimum solution for a class of 
recursive definitions. Justification for elimination algorithms for bounded functions). Chapter 7: 
Implementations Dependent on Many and/or Very Strong Properties. A class of simple games- 
definitions whose range and domain are finite. The origin of the tower of Hanoi recursive definition. 
Minimum spanning tree-greedy definition. Optimal static binary search tree. 
Jonathan L. Gross and Thomas W. Tucker, Topological Graph Theory (Wiley, 
New York, 1987) 351 pages 
Chapter 1: Introduction. Representation of graphs (Drawings. Incidence matrix. Euler’s theorem on 
valence sum. Adjacency matrix. Directions. Graphs, maps, isomorphisms. Automorphisms). Some 
important classes of graphs (Walks, paths, and cycles; connectedness. Trees. Complete graphs. Cayley 
graphs. Bipartite graphs. Bouquets of circles). New graphs from old (Subgraphs. Topological repre- 
sentations, subdivisions, graph homeomorphisms. Cartesian products. Edge-complements. Suspensions. 
Amalgamations. Regular quotients. Regular coverings). Surfaces and imbeddings (Orientable surfaces. 
Nonorientable surfaces. Imbeddings. Euler’s equation for the sphere. Kuratowski’s graphs. Genus of 
surfaces and graphs. The torus. Duality). More graph-theoretic background (Ttaversability. Factors. 
Distance, neighborhoods. Graphs colorings and map colorings. Edge operations. Algorithms. Connec- 
tivity). Planarity (A nearly complete sketch of the proof. Connectivity and region boundaries. Edge 
contraction and connectivity. Planarity theorems for 3-connected graphs. Graphs that are not 3-con- 
netted. Algorithms. Kuratowski graphs for higher genus. Other planarity criteria). Chapter 2: Voltage 
Graphs and Covering Spaces. Ordinary voltages (Drawings of voltage graphs. Fibers and the natural 
projection. The net voltage on a walk. Unique walk lifting. Preimages of cycles). Which graphs are 
derivable with ordinary voltages?. (The natural action of the voltage group. Fixed-point free auto- 
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morphisms. Cayley graphs revisited. Automorphism groups of graphs). Irregular covering graphs 
(Schreier graphs. Relative voltages. Combinatorial coverings. Most regular graphs are Schreier graphs). 
Permutation voltage graphs (Constructing covering spaces with permutations. Preimages of walks and 
cycles. Which graphs are derivable by permutation voltages? Identifying relative voltages with permu- 
tation voltages). Subgroups of the voltage group (The fundamental semigroup of closed walks. Counting 
components of ordinary derived graphs. The fundamental group of a graph. Contracting derived graphs 
onto Cayley graphs). Chapter 3: Surfaces and Graph Imbeddings. Surfaces and simplicial complexes 
(Geometric simplicial complexes. Abstract simplicial complexes. Triangulations. Cellular imbeddings. 
Representing surfaces by polygons. Pseudosurfaces and block designs. Orientations. Stars, links, and 
local properties). Band decompositions and graph imbeddings (Band decomposition for surfaces. Orien- 
tability. Rotation systems. Pure rotation systems and orientable surfaces. Drawings of rotation systems. 
Tracing faces. Duality. Which 2-complexes are planar?). The classification of surfaces (Euler charac- 
teristic relative to an imbedded graph. Invariance of Euler characteristic. Edge-deletion surgery and edge 
sliding. Completeness of the set of orientable models. Completeness of the set of nonorientable models). 
The imbedding distribution of a graph (The absence of gaps in the genus range. The absence of gaps in 
the crosscap range. A genus-related upper bound on the crosscap number. The genus and crosscap 
number of the complete graph K7. Some graphs of crosscap number 1 but arbitrarily large genus. 
Maximum genus. Distribution of genus and face sizes). Algorithms and formulas for minimum im- 
beddings (Rotation-system algorithms. Genus of an amalgamation. Crosscap number of an amalga- 
mation. The White-Pisanski imbsedding of a Cartesian product. Genus and crosscap number of Cartesian 
products). Chapter 4: Imbedded Voltage Graphs and Current Graphs. The derived imbedding (Lifting 
rotation systems. Lifting faces. The Kirchhoff Voltage Law. Imbedded permutation voltage graphs. 
Orientability. An orientability test for derived surfaces). Branched coverings of surfaces (Riemann 
surfaces. Extension of the natural covering projection. Which branch coverings come from voltage 
graphs?. The Riemann-Hurwitz equation. Alexander’s theorem). Regular branched coverings and group 
actions (Groups acting on surfaces. Graph automorphisms and rotation systems. Regular branched 
coverings and ordinary imbedded voltage graphs. Which regular branched coverings come from voltage 
graphs?. Applications to group actions on the surface Sz). Current graphs (Ringel’s generating rows for 
Heffter’s schemes. Gustin’s combinatorial current graphs. Orientable topological current graphs. Faces 
of the derived graph. Nonorientable current graphs). Voltage-current duality (Dual directions. The 
voltage graph dual to a current graph. The dual derived graph. The genus of the complete bipartite graph 
K,,.). Chapter 5: Map Colorings. The Heawood upper bound (Average valence. Chromatically critical 
graphs. The five-color theorem. The complete-graph imbedding problem. Triangulations of surfaces by 
complete graphs). Quotients of complete-graph imbeddings and some variations (A base imbedding for 
orientable case 7. Using a coil to assign voltages. A current-graph perspective on case 7. Orientable case 
4: doubling l-factors. About orientable cases 3 and 0). The regular nonorientable cases (Some additional 
tactics. Nonorientable current graphs. Nonorientable cases 3 and 7. Nonorientable case 0. Nonorientable 
case 4. About nonorientable cases 1, 6, 9, and 10). Additional adjacencies for irregular cases (Orientable 
case 5. Orientable case 10. About the other orientable cases. Nonorientable case 5. About nonorientable 
cases 11, 8, and 2). Chapter 6: The Genus of a Group. The genus of abelian groups (Recovering a Cayley 
graph from any of its quotients. A lower bound for the genus of most abelian groups. Constructing 
quadrilateral imbeddings for most abelian groups). The symmetric genus (Rotation systems and 
symmetry. Reflections. Quotient group actions on quotient surfaces. Alternative Cayley graphs revisited. 
Group actions and imbeddings. Are genus and symmetric genus the same?. Euclidean space groups and 
the torus. Triangle groups). Groups of small symmetric genus (The Riemann-Hurwitz equation revisited. 
Strong symmetric genus 0. Symmetric genus 1. The geometry and algebra of groups of symmetric genus 
1. Hurwitz’s theorem). Groups of small genus (An example. A face-size inequality. Statement of main 
theorem. Proof of Theorem 6.4.2: valence d=4. Proof of Theorem 6.4.2: valence d= 3. Remarks about 
Theorem 6.4.2). 
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Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert, Perceptrons: An Introduction to Compu- 
tational Geometry (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1988) 292 pages 
PART I: ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF LINEAR PARALLEL PREDICATES. Chapter 1: Theory of Linear Boolean 
Inequalities. Chapter 2: Group Invariance of Boolean Inequalities. Chapter 3: Parity and One-in-a-box 
Predicates. Chapter 4: The “And/Or” Theorem. PART II: GEOMETRIC THEORY OF LINEAR INEQUALITIES. 
Chapter 5: vCoNNECTED: A Geometric Property with Unbounded Order. Chapter 6: Geometric Patterns 
of Small Order: Spectra and Context. Chapter I: Stratification and Normalization. Chapter 8: The 
Diameter-limited Perception. Chapter 9: Geometric Predicates and Serial Algorithms. PART III: 
LEARNING THEORY. Chapter 10: Magnitude of the Coefficients. Chapter 11: Learning. Chapter 12: 
Linear Separation and Learning. Chapter 13: Perceptions and Pattern Recognition. Epilogue: The New 
Connectionism. 
H. Ratscbek and J. Rokne, New Computer Methods for Global Optimization 
(Halsted Press, New York, 1988) 229 pages 
Chapter 1: Some Principles of Optimization Theory. Introduction. Problem statement. Optimality 
conditions. Penalty methods. Unconstrained minimization. Chaprer 2: Principles of Interval Analysis. 
Introduction. Why interval arithmetic?. Interval arithmetic operations. Machine interval arithmetic. 
Further notations. Inclusion functions and natural interval extensions. Centered forms, meanvalue 
forms, Taylor forms. Improved interval Hessian matrices. Interval Newton methods. The Hansen- 
Greenberg realization. Numerical examples using the interval Newton method. Chapter 3: Global Uncon- 
strained Optimization. Introduction. The Moore-Skelboe algorithm. Termination, approximation 
errors, rounding errors. Convergence conditions for the Moore-Skelboe algorithm. Numerical examples. 
Convergence speed of the Moore-Skelboe algorithm. Convergence speed with isotone inclusion 
functions. Ichida-Fujii algorithm and its convergence conditions. Hansen’s algorithm and its con- 
vergence conditions. Termination criteria, approximation errors and influence of rounding errors. 
Accelerating devices: An overview. Acceleration devices: Detailed description. Numerical examples. 
Chapter 4: Unconstrained Optimization over Unbounded Domains 133. Introduction. The algorithm 
over unbounded domains. Convergence properties. The monotonicity test. Arithmetic in I,. Reali- 
zation on the computer. Numerical results. Chapter 5: Constrained Optimization. Introduction. Problem 
statement. Constraints and exhaustion principle. Trouble with constraints. The basic algorithm. Optimi- 
zation problems with inexact data. Convergence properties. Accelerating devices: Overview. Devices for 
functions without differentiability properties. Devices for C’ functions. Devices for C* functions. 
Numerical examples. 
